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Membership News
President’s Message
I am happy to report that Gunter Mair’s revision of his 
invaluable book on airmail etiquettes is proceding apace. 
He hasn’t given me a final release date but hopes it will 
be toward the end of this year. I have seen a sample and 
it will be fantastic. Stay tuned!
Please help Bas bring you the best possible Bulletin by 
sending him articles or comments. It is important that we 
have worldwide input.
Our next meeting will be held during next year’s 

International Exhibition in New York (May 28-June 4). We 
have a meeting time of Saturday, May 29 at 11 AM. The 
precise venue will be announced in due course.
We are still experiencing below freezing morning 
temperatures here in the Northeast. I hope by the time 
you get this everyone will be comfortable and looking 
forward to a relaxing summer. Except, of course, our 
members down under!

Art Groten

New members:
Richard Tarrant, 28 Beverington Road, East Sussex, 
England BN21 2SD
collecting interests: airmail labels

Wendy Johnson, Box 3, Purnong 5238,South Australia, 
Australia;e-mail purjohn1@gmail.com
collecting interests: pre-decimalmostly, AML & R labels 
from New Zealand
would like to correspond and exchange

dropped for non-payment of dues:
(291) W. Del Prete
(294) B. Feddema
(277) E. Escalada-Goichechea
(284) M. Rogers
(243) B. Walker
(302) V. Jianu
(296) aA Tohn
(303) J. Yao

auction lots continued
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In addition to his note on Australian registration labels in the previous issue of PLB 
Kevin Burt send a correction and a question:
1) Where it is said “Label not previously recorded...” it is now clear that this label is a 
printed PO label, illustration herewith:
 (9th Australian Scout j=Jamboree, Leppington, NSW)

2) Have any members come across this label from Tabubil, the description reads 
“This post office has been using large - 45mm x 80mm registration (EMS) labels since 
early 1992. The first number was 0500. The larger labels are designed for use on 
parcels, but not solely”.
The quote is from Papua New Guinea Calling, June 1993. No colour/s are mentioned. 
Illustration herewith.

In the article on duty labels only one label indicating customs 
clearance for the USA could be shown. Jack Brandt sent images of 
two other labels. In total four different labels have been found now:

These two labels are the same except for the reference numbers, 
respectively: 5–119054 and 16–40274–1.
It is quite possible that more reference numbers could be found.

This label is from Chicago instead 
New York. Could it be that also 
offices in other (major) cities 
have used similar labels?

These labels seemed to be used only on parcels and are therefore hard 
to come by. Wrappings of parcels have indeed been rarely preserved.

In the previous issue a mysterious Dutch stamp (or label) was 
shown. The meaning of it has now become clear.
With the help of others I found the answer:
This label was used to seal a damaged envelop.
Knowing this, now it is striking, even on the scan, that something 
is wrong with the envelop. That is probably also the reason why 
the address is written again.
Over the label is placed a marking (difficult to see) which says: 
Postoffice the Hague, parcel post.
Unlike the US label for instance, on the Dutch label it isn’t stated 
that it is used for sealing a damage.

Additions to previous issues
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Airmail labels

Jack Brandt sent the image of a remarkable 
postcard he received: “It was the first one I 
had seen, and I wonder if more exist”. Please 
respond!

This postcard reminded me of an fascinating 
book published in the Netherlands in 2009: 
“Inviting the world at home. A survey of the 
world’s postal links to the Netherlands”, by 
Rolf Weijburg.
The book consists of 400 photo collages from 
400 countries or remarkable places in the 
world, in which a postcard from a country to 
the author in the Netherlands is the centre. 
Although the book is ment as an art project 
without any philatelic intention, it shows a 
multitude of AML’s. The inside of the cover of 
the book is similar to Jack’s postcard.

This is the page 
about Iran, 
arbitrarily chosen 
from the book.
Mostly on the 
photos a mailbox 
or a post office is 
shown.
Unfortunately, 
the shown AML is 
not an Iranian but 
Turkish one.



The second one is from the 
Netherlands Indies; there 
reference numbers were 
used that differ from the 
Dutch ones.
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Peter Carpenter sent images of a variety of labels. One of them is a Dutch label with the word “waarde”, meaning 
‘value’. The French word ‘valeur déclarée’ is omitted because this label is only for national use. There are several of 
them like:

But also for international use:

What is the connection with V-registration labels? I surmise that a country either use labels with ‘valeur déclarée’ in 
combination with an R-label or V-labels. Here are some examples:

On V-registration labels
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From Austria, 90s, (reduced size)
Adressee in Germany, although label is only in 
French

Part of parcel wrapping, from France, 1932
(reduced size)
Adressee in Perpignan, France

From Belgium, document for transport by train, 
therefore (?) no R-label
Adressee also in Belgium
Label has three languages, because it regards 
Belgium

this cover is from the Dutch postal service: 
PTT, and used for internal purposes, therefore 
no stamp on it.
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AUCTION   #117                      CLOSING DATE: June 15
nl= not listed or unknown, as is = please no returns for stated  conditions

ng= no gum ,pm= pencil marks, hm= hinge marks/remainers, as = as submitted by 

Lot Country CAT. NO. RATING  COMMENTS  Reserve     Bid 

Lots 1 - 7 donated to PLSG by member Dave Bize
Thank you Dave

1 France FRA-A-3d ** looks blue, could be green, ng hm, bends, as
2 Bulgaria BUL-A-2 **** ng, hm, 11.5 pf
3 Germany GER-A-12 **** as, 2 labels, one w/ full gum, one w/o, both w/ hm,shades
4 Mozambique MOZ-A-9 ***** used, ng,hm
5 South Africa RSA-A--5a ** ng, hm 
6 Poster Labels Vertical pair,mint, ref #: A. August Tiger
7 Postal Labels same as lot 6

Air Mail Labels
8 Algeria ALG-A-3a ** ng  $2,00 
9 Argentina ARG-B-5 *** as, ng  $1,00 
10 ARG--B-7 *** mint  $3,00 
11 ARG-B-7 *** mint booklet of 3 panes of 4 labels each  $20,00 
12 Australia AUS-A-15b * as, mint (matt gum) block of 4  $1,00 
13 AUS-B-9 ***** full gum w/ hm, some distrubed gum  $12,00 
14 AUS-B-14 **** mint pane of 8 w/ tab  $25,00 
15 AUS-B-18 **** ng  $2,00 
16 AUS-B-20 ** as, mint  $1,00 
17 AUS-B-22a **** gum w/ hm  $25,00 

If you wish to view a lot or lots, request via e-mail, the lot numbers to me. I will return your e-mail with 
attachments of these lots (up to 10 lots per e-mail, if my server will permit that size). Booklets will not be 
opened for scans, backs of lots will not be scanned. Scans may not show accurate size and color. If you 
like this service, please let me know. My e-mail address is in the masthead of the Bulletin.
Feel free to ask questions!

Auction

Are there any members who specialize in 
V-labels? Please let us know.
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AUCTION   #117                      CLOSING DATE: June 15
nl= not listed or unknown, as is = please no returns for stated  conditions

ng= no gum ,pm= pencil marks, hm= hinge marks/remainers, as = as submitted by 

Lot Country CAT. NO. RATING  COMMENTS  Reserve     Bid 
18 AUS-B-26 *** full gum w/ hm,  $1,00 
19 AUS-B-28 ***** ng, vertical crease, bottom slightly trimmed  $7,50 
20 AUS-B-29 **** mint, slight bend  $7,00 
21 AUS-B-35 **** ng,faults  $1,00 
22 AUS-B-36 **** disturbed gum  $4,00 
23 AUS-B-37 *** paper adhev almost 100%  $2,00 
24 AUS-C-5 ***** ng,  2 hinges  $5,00 
25 AUS-C-16 *** ng  $1,50 
26 AUS-C-17 *** ng  $2,00 
27 AUS-D-9 * ng, minor winkle  $1,00 
28 Austria unlisted mint horz coil pair (yellow) on backing paper  $4,00 
29 AUT-A-2b **** full gum w/ trimmed bottom ( see scan)  $2,00 
30 AUT-A-3a *** mint  $2,00 
31 AUT-A-7b ** ng, hm, 10 pf vertical, as  $0,50 
32 AUT-A-8 ** ng, 10 pf vertically, as  $0,25 
33 AUT-A-11a * w/ ref numbers, 12.5 pf vertically,PA 25 mm  $0,50 
34 AUT-A-12 * 11.5 pf veertically, ref P. Flug 2-581, ng  $0,25 
35 AUT-A-17 * ref 662058 100 GZ 19553/III-41/1980  $0,25 
36 Belgium unlisted Blue Sabena label  $5,00 
37 BEL-A-1a **** hm,pm,full gum, centered down  $3,00 
38 BEL-A-4ab *** as, mint, 12m pf and 10 pf, 2 shades  $5,00 
39 BEL-A-5 *** asa,2 shades. 1 ng and crease, one hm  $3,50 
40 BEL-A-6 *** as, mint  $3,00 
41 BEL-A-8 ** ng  $1,00 
42 BEL-A-15 * ng, bends  $0,25 
43 BEL-A-18 * on paper  $0,15 
44 BEL-B-1a ***** mint  $12,00 
45 BEL-B-3 *** mint  $3,00 
46 Brazil BRA-A-9 * on paper  $0,25 
47 BRA-B-1 ***** mint  $10,00 
48 BRA-B-1 ***** mint blk of 6 (2x3), 1 thin,1 hm, some gum distrubance.  $45,00 
49 BRA-B-6 **** mint  $4,00 
50 BRA-B-8 ***** mint w/ tab  $3,50 
51 BRA-B-18 *** 2 shades, ng  $6,00 
52 BRA-B-28 ***** ng  $15,00 
53 Bulgaria BUL-A-2 **** ng, hm, paper adhev  $2,00 
54 BUL-C-1a ** mint  $2,00 
55 Canada unlisted self adhev mint pane of 4, privately printed  $1,50 
56 CAN-A-8 **** ng  $2,00 
57 CAN-A-13 **** ng  $2,00 
58 CAN-A-25 **** mint  $4,00 
59 CAN-A-28 *** mint  $4,00 
60 CAN-A-31 * 2 shades, ng, w/ paper adhev  $1,00 
61 CAN-B-7 *** full gum w/ slight hm  $2,00 
62 CAN-B-8 **** mint  $4,00 
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AUCTION   #117                      CLOSING DATE: June 15
nl= not listed or unknown, as is = please no returns for stated  conditions

ng= no gum ,pm= pencil marks, hm= hinge marks/remainers, as = as submitted by 

Lot Country CAT. NO. RATING  COMMENTS  Reserve     Bid 
63 CAN-B-9a *** mint w/ minor creases  $2,00 
64 CAN-B-11 **** as, mint w/ pm  $4,00 
65 CAN-B-12 **** mint  $3,00 
66 CAN-B-13 *** ng  $3,00 
67 CAN-B-14 *** mint  $2,00 
68 CAN-B-15 *** mint (2 natural lines in gum?)  $2,00 
69 CAN-B-16x ** ng, hm  $2,00 
70 CAN-B-18 ** as, mint w/ matt gum  $2,00 
71 Chile CHL-A-2a **** mint  $4,00 
72 China CHN-A-1c **** as, ng  $3,00 
73 Columbia CLM-B-2c *** as, mint,submitted as “c”.  $4,00 
74 CLM-B-13a ***** mint  $7,00 
75 CLM-B-14 ***** mint  $7,00 
76 CLM-B-17 ***** mint  $7,00 
77 Czech. CSR-A-1-4 ****** Set of 4 ( 1,2,3,and 4) full gum w/ hm, one w/ creases  $75,00 
78 CSR-A-10a **** mint  $4,00 
79 Cyprus CYP-A-1b ***** ng  $3,00 
80 CYP-B-5 *** ng  $2,00 
81 Cuba CUB-B-4 *** ng  $3,00 
82 Denmark DNK-A-1 **** full gum w/ hm, I bend  $4,00 
83 DNK-A-2a *** gum w/ hm  $2,50 
84 DNK-A-15 * on paper  $0,50 
85 Fiji FIJ-A-1 * vertical strip iof 3, ng  $3,00 
86 Finland FNL-A-15 *** as, ng,pm  $1,00 
87 FNL-A-31 * on paper  $0,25 
88 France ? unlisted like B-44a, blue not red, embossed, mint  $10,00 
89 FRA-A-3a *** ng,hm, trimmed close at right  $2,00 
90 FRA-A-3d ** ng  $1,00 
91 FRA-A-5a ** as, ng  $1,50 
92 FRA-B-27 *** distrubed gum with hm,centered down  $2,00 
93 FRA-B-91 *** ng,pm  $3,00 
94 FRA-B-97 ** mint  $2,00 
95 FRA-B-106 **** tete-beche pair, mint  $8,00 
96 FRA-C-27 ** as, ng  $1,00 
97 Germany A. AOG-A-1 **** block of mint 4  $10,00 
98 Germany Fed. FRG-A-7 * 2 shades, both on paper  $1,00 
99 FRG-B-5cx *** as, gum w/ pm,paper adhev, large roulette pf.  $3,00 

100 FRG-B-5cx *** as above, different shades,ng, small roulette pf.  $3,00 
101 FRG-C-8 ** as, w/ express label attached at top, roultetted, ng  $3,00 
102 Germany Dem unlisted as **** as, like B-0-2a, reversed cop  $2,00 
103 GDR-B-2a **** full gum but for paper adhev back top left corner  $4,00 
104 Germany DR GER-A-1a **** mint but for pm  $4,00 
105 GER-A-5 **** mint  $4,00 
106 GER-A-10a **** yellow orange, gum, as, faults hm,nick and bottom tear  $4,00 
107 GER-A-11 **** mint  $5,00 
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AUCTION   #117                      CLOSING DATE: June 15
nl= not listed or unknown, as is = please no returns for stated  conditions

ng= no gum ,pm= pencil marks, hm= hinge marks/remainers, as = as submitted by 

Lot Country CAT. NO. RATING  COMMENTS  Reserve     Bid 
108 GER-A-12 **** vertical strip iof 3, 1 w/ hm, 2 mint  $25,00 
109 GER-A-17 **** ng, winkle  $2,00 
110 GER-A-18 **** as, gum w/ hm paper adhev  $4,00 
111 GER-B-1a ***** mint  $7,00 
112 GER-B-1c ***** mint  $5,00 
113 GER-B-3 ***** ng  $2,50 
114 GER-B-4 ***** as, 11 pf, mint  $7,00 
115 GER-C-16a ***** full gum w/ pm, top corner front damaged  $4,00 
116 GER-C-22 **** gum w/ hm,pm  $7,00 

117 Great Britain unlisted
Special Delivery 12, mint sheet, ref P3453, revised Oct 98
all part there, folded at roulteed seam. Bar-code

118 Great Britain unlisted mint block of  6 from booklet  (see front and back)  $4,00 
The following 5 lots were produced and used by a member

Listed by reference number found on label (see scans)

119 Great Britain unlisted all mint/ on  MCD 2000, plane  $4,00 
120 backing       MCD 2001, snail  $4,00 
121 paper       MCD 2003, 19803-2003  $4,00 
122 “       MCD 2005, Holly plant  $4,00 
123 “       MCD 2010, like 119, but coloirs reversed  $4,00 
124 unlisted c 2003, Orbit A.S.S.S.  Via air mail, m. on backing paper  $2,50 
125 GBR-B-8 ***** ng,hm  $8,00 
126 GBR-B-10 ***** mint, slight damage at lower right edge  $12,00 
127 GBR-B-11 ***** full gum w/ hinge  $10,00 
128 GBR-B-12 ***** ng  $8,00 
129 GBR-B-16a *** full gum w/ 2 hm  $4,00 
130 GBR-B-27 *** self adhev, pm on back  $3,00 
131 GBR-C-36 **** mint  $5,00 
132 Greece GRC-A-1 **** mint  $4,00 
133 GRC-B-1a ***** full gum but hm  $10,00 
134 GRC-B1b ***** full gum but for 2 hm  $8,00 
135 GRC-B-2 ***** full gum w/ slight hm  $10,00 
136 GRC-B-3 ***** full gum w/ hm  $8,00 
137 Guatemala GTM-A-1 **** mint  $10,00 
138 GTM-A-2 ***** mint, but trimmed to arrow frame  $10,00 
139 GTM-B-1a **** full gum w/ 2 hm  $8,00 
140 Honduras HND-A-2 ***** full gum w/ hm  $8,00 
141 Hungary HUN-A-2 *** used, hm  $1,50 
142  Iceland ICL-A-1 **** mint block of 20 (4x5)  $70,00 
143 Iran IRQ-A-5 **** used, ng, partial bar canncel  $2,00 
144 IRQ-A-6 *** gum w/ some paper adhev, as  $2,00 
145 Ireland IRL-A-4 **** hm,pm 2 thins  $2,00 
146 IRL-A-5b **** roult., hm, paper adhev  $2,00 
147 IRL-A-8 ** ng,hm  $0,50 
148 IRL-A-11 *  mint, roulet  $1,00 
149 IRL-A-14 * ng, used?,  $0,50 
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AUCTION   #117                      CLOSING DATE: June 15
nl= not listed or unknown, as is = please no returns for stated  conditions

ng= no gum ,pm= pencil marks, hm= hinge marks/remainers, as = as submitted by 

Lot Country CAT. NO. RATING  COMMENTS  Reserve     Bid 
150 IRL-A-15 * ng  $0,50 
151 IRL-A-22 * ng,  $0,50 
152 Israel ISR-A-1e ** as, ng  $1,00 
153 ISR-A-2a ** as, ng  $1,00 
154 ISR-A-2b * as, ng  $0,50 
155 ISR-A-2c * damaged gum, bends  $1,00 
156 Italy ITA-B-4 **** mint  $4,00 
157 ITA-B-4 **** mint, darker blue than lot 181  $3,00 
158 ITA-B-5 **** mint  $4,00 
159 Lebanon LBN-A-1 **** mint  $4,00 
160 LNB-A-2 **** gum w/ hm,pm, centered up at thicker frame line  $3,00 
161 Lithuania LIT-A-2 **** ng  $3,00 
162 Mozambique MOZ-A-10 ***** full gum w/ hm  $8,00 
163 New Zealand NZL-A-28 * on paper  $0,50 
164 Netherland NEL-A-1 *** gum w/hm  $3,00 
165 NEL-A-2 *** mint but for pm  $3,00 
166 NEL-A-3 *** gum w/ hm, thin  $2,00 
167 Netherland Ind. NEI-A-2a *** vertical pair, looks mint, but ng  $4,00 
168 Norway NOR-A-3 **** ng,hm  $2,00 
169 NOR-A-4 **** full gum w/ hm  $3,00 
170 NOR-A-5 **** ng, hm w /some gum on front?  $3,00 
171 NOR-A-6 *** gum w/ hm, pm and paper adhev, ref 3 Bl. Nr. 341.  $3,00 
172 Poland POL-A-1a *** as, ng, hm, 11 pf  $2,00 
173 POL-A-1b *** 1b as submitted by seller, full gum w/ hm, also 11 pf  $2,50 
174 Sri Lanka SLK-A-1a **** gum w/ hm, pm  $3,00 
175 SLK-A-2b **** gum w/ hm  $3,00 
176 Turkey TUR-C-5 * as, gum w/ hm  $1,00 
177 Venda VND-A-1 ** mint  $2,00 

USA Material (unlisted First)
178 USA Special Delyself-adh   mint, Dennison 25x76 mm  $1,00 

179 Priority mail self-adh
  2 privately printed labels, one like lot 178, 25x76 mm, 
  the other is yellow, 22x31 mm.

 $2,00 

180 Priority mail self-adh   same design as the 25x76, but without the yellow label.
181 Priority mail  P. O. mint label 107,May 1987, U.S. Mail  $1,25 

Listed Material
182 USA USA-B-3 **** mint  $2,00 

183 USA-C-26 *****
(owner id’ed as C-29) 
based on imprint “ COPR. 1928 U. P. P. CO”. 
I feel it is “C-26”.  AS IS

 $3,00 

184 USA-C-28 ***** mint  $3,50 
185 USA-C-39 ***** mint, minor scuff on front at lower right corner.  $2,50 
186 USA-C-426e ** mint pair oif coils, by Reyburn, blue color at top  $1,50 
187 USA-C-611 **** mint  $6,00 

188 USA-C-676 **
mint vertical pane of 10 w/ tab. On tab, is  No. 1, Airmail
Label Booklet, 10 cents.

 $1,50 

189 USA-C-794 * used, trimmed close, UPS Next Day Air  $1,00 



THE END
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AUCTION   #117                      CLOSING DATE: June 15
nl= not listed or unknown, as is = please no returns for stated  conditions

ng= no gum ,pm= pencil marks, hm= hinge marks/remainers, as = as submitted by 

Lot Country CAT. NO. RATING  COMMENTS  Reserve     Bid 
Out of Order Material

190 USA USA-C-99 **** mint, paper adhev front upper corner  $2,00 
191 USA-C-100 *** ng, some winkles, partial cancel  $1,00 
192 USA-C-103 *** ng, wavey line cancel  $1,00 
193 USA-C-149 * ng  $0,25 
194 USA-C-156 *** ng, hm  $1,00 
195 USA-C-246` ** ng, hm  $0,50 
196 USA-C-325 * on paper  $0,25 

Various Registration Label Lots
(suggest on line review of scans)

197 B countries
Mixture of 29 “B”  country labels 2 damaged, from 
Bahamas to Bugaria,  Less than 10 cents each

 $2,50 

198 Bulgaria 7,1 $1,00 mint block of 4, 1989  $4,00 
199 China three chinese registration labels  $0,25 
200 Cook Islands 2 Rarotonga Cook Islds.labels, ng, one w/ pm  $0,50 
201 Costa Rica 1,1 $1,50 Very early 1885’s, way under valued in Smith, ng, pm  $3,00 
202 3,1 $0,50 ng, pm  ( these listing will be expanded, and re-valued. )  $2,00 

203 4,1 $0,25 
ng, pm  ( these listing will be expanded, and re-valued. )
damaged left lower corner.

 $0,50 

204 as 6.1  $0,15 one listed, and one unlisted, ng pm  $0,50 
205 Cyprus and No. Cyprus 10 labels, 5 unlisted, 5 on paper  $1,00 
206 Dubai 2 labels  $0,25 
207 Ecuador          6 labels (1damaged) 6.1, $1.00/ 7.4, $.25/ 9.3, $.15/+3 more  $1,00 
208 Egypt 5 labels (1.1,1.2,2.1,3.6=$1.00 +1 unlisted, 3 damaged  $2,00 
209 Ethiopa 4 styles of registration labels ( to be expanded in future)  $0,50 

US (Scott listed) Postal Seals (mint panes wlth tabs)
( year of Scott prices unknown)

(As submitted)
Scott

210 USA 1971-1994 $20,00 Label 21: 4 from 1971, one from 1992, 0ne from 1994  $6,00 
as submitted 6 panes

211 USA OX-43 $9,00 Issued 1973 ?  $2,50 
212 OX-45 $3,50 Issued 1979 ?  $1,00 
213 OX-48 $3,50 Issued 1988 ?  $1,50 
214 OX-53 $3,50 not given by owner ?  $1,00 
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Closing date: JUNE 15, 2015

1. PLSG Postal Bid Auctions are restricted to PLSG members in good standing.
2. Bids must reach Postal Auctioneer no later than 7 pm on closing date.
3. Lots are sold at one increment over next highest bid per schedule below. Earliest bid prevails in case of ties.
4. Notification with invoice will be made as soon as possible. Payment due on receipt. Prompt refund made for  
 lots returned for just cause.
5. Owners are charged 10% of amount realized, 5% buyer’s premium added to help defray costs of operations.
6. Members are urged to send their excess material to Postal Auctioneer for inclusion in forthcoming sale.
7. Material submitted is at owner’s risk. Every reasonable precaution is taken for its protection but neither   
 Auctioneer nor PLSG may be held liable for damage or diappearance.
8. Consignors must describe each lot and set reserves. Auctioneer will confirm descriptions and edit as needed.
9. Abbreviations used are those in standard philatelic practice.
10. Remittances should be made to the Postal Auctioneer by name.
11. A list of “Prices Realized” will be published in succeeding issues of the Bulletin.

Bid advances: up to $10, by 25c
 $10 - $20, by 50c
 $20 - $50, by $1
 over $50, by $2

Auction #115 Closing date 12-20-2014
Lot # Bid Result Lot # Bid Result Lot # Bid Result

Successful bids will be circled. Please do not enter bids in units smaller that 25c. Such entries will be lowered to 
the nearest quarter-dollar. Bids for less than the reserve will be ignored.

Lots must be paid for within 7 days of receipt or returned of not in accordance with the description.
Please sign your bid sheet form in the space provided and make cheques payable to:
Darus W. Greathouse
1505 Dogwood Drive
Cherry Hill, NJ - 08003

From Name _________________________

Address ____________________________

 ____________________________

 ____________________________

Signature ___________________________

Member # __________________________


